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Introduction
Two giants of geology: Kevin Charles Anthony Burke and John Frederic Dewey
A. M. Celal Şengör and Ali Polat
This special issue of the Canadian Journal of the Earth Sciences celebrates the career of two of the greatest geologists of our times, who, during the last three decades of the twentieth and the first decade of the twenty-first century, have put their stamp on the tectonic interpretation of the Earth's behaviour (Burke also extended his efforts into extra-terrestrial space). How fortunate it is for geology that they are both still active and, by all appearances, are likely to remain so for some time to come. It is an immense honour for us as their students and fellow geologists to introduce this special issue with a few lines about them whom we have had the great privilege of knowing closely both as colleagues and as friends.
In the late sixties, few geologists grasped the significance of plate tectonics because a broad view of the geological behaviour of our planet was the first necessity to be able to do so. In the sixties, there were a number of such geologists with an encyclopaedic knowledge of global geology, yet not one of them became a Kevin Burke or John Dewey, because they lacked the other, in our view the more critical, component of a broad world-view of geology: A critical rational approach, i.e., the courage to ask the question: what ought it to be like? Such a question had long been anathema in the twentieth century geology because of the prevalent Baconianism.
As Tuzo Wilson wrote in his own autobiography 'more geological mapping was both the method and the aim of geology' in those days.
Most geologists in the twentieth century were instructed to learn 'the basic principles' first and then be ready to question the data. However, those very 'principles' that they were advised to learn (implicitly, without questioning) were the mistakes of tomorrow. Burke and Dewey have always actively questioned even the most basic 'principles.' Their incredibly quick and inquisitive minds, their genuine love for and determination to seek the truth, their vast knowledge in all branches of geology and their generosity towards their colleagues have been the hallmarks their professional activity.
When the kinematic theory of plate tectonics was almost complete in 1969, very few geologists dared to reinterpret geological data from an entire mountain belt in terms of it. We know of five papers that came out in 1969 on this topic: Dewey's on the Appalachian/Caledonian System and on the conversion of Atlantic-type continental margins to Pacific-type continental margins (see Dewey 1969a, b) , Warren Hamilton's on Mesozoic California, Hans Laubscher's on mountain-building (but essentially confined to the Alps) and Mitchell and Reading's on geosynclines in terms of plate tectonics. Of these only Dewey's and Hamilton's papers dealt with the motion of the plates not only to explain why the mountains were where they were, but also got into the bowels of the orogens to show us what the single lines geophysicists were drawing along convergent boundaries in reality were and how they worked to create the real geological record. At about the same time Burke and Dewey conceived together that the Pan-African orogeny to be an ancient analogue of the Himalayan/Tibetan area of wide orogeny and thermal basement reactivation. This was their response to Kennedy's problem of having wide areas of thermal basement reactivation-much wider than could be accommodated in classical models of orogeny in pre-plate tectonics days and those inherited by plate tectonics. This is a nice example illustrating their originality, broad knowledge of world geology, and quickness of mind. Both the Burke continental rifting model and the Himalayan/Tibetan model of wide orogeny were applied to problems elsewhere in now-classical papers he wrote with Dewey in 1973 (see Dewey and Burke, 1973) and 1974 (see Burke and Dewey, 1974) Burke's scientific work during his Nigerian years shows his amazing breadth and versatility. For example, his demonstration of the role of the earth worms (over that of termites) in the formation of laterites, field data on rare catastrophic erosion processes (rain heaving of boulders and the damage they do as they are rolled down slopes where they normally stand in a metastable condition), and the publication of a Bouger gravity map of Nigeria are only a few examples from this wide spectrum.
After his initial papers on plate tectonics, Dewey's research forked: he continued to explore the theoretical implications of plate tectonics alone and also with his friend Burke. By that time he had been united with Burke in the legendary Albany Department of Geological Sciences of the State University of New York, which they turned into one of the most powerful research institutions in the world, and he got into the field to test his and others' models. Therein we see how his critical rationlism was working. Dewey not only falsified many models by others, but also some of his own (including those dating from pre-plate tectonics days from the British Isles). Initially, for example, he thought ophiolites could glide down as gravity nappes.
After work in Newfoundland with his students and visits to many ophiolites in the world, he changed his mind. In fact, his team's ophiolite research created such a sturdy edifice, that much of what is going on now on ophiolites is icing on its cake (see Dewey, 1976 ).
Dewey spent the early seventies exploring plate tectonics in many mountain belts and, together with his colleague and life-long friend Kevin Burke, in rift valleys, along continental margins and on continental plateaux. Through these studies, Dewey reached a conclusion that horrified both him and those who read it and tried to come to grips with it. He documented, in an ingenious paper in the John Rodgers volume of the American Journal of Science in 1975 (see Dewey, 1975) , that plate tectonics must destroy geological evidence on such a scale as to render unique reconstructions of the past impossible! Anybody who understood the reality of In the middle and the later part of the 1970's we see Burke and Dewey getting into the Precambrian. They showed that the naive interpretation of the greenstone belts as little deformed synclines was hopelessly wrong and resulted from not appreciating how the structures of the Phanerozoic orogenic belts had been unravelled by a judicious combination of detailed biostratigraphy and structural geology (see Burke et al., 1976) . In the Pre-Cambrian, the lack of biostratigraphy had crippled structural interpretations much more than most Precambrian geologists seemed to have recognised. They took a position akin to that adopted by Eduard Suess a centuary earlier; they were willing to be actualistic but without losing sight of the fact that the terrestrial globe had an irreversible history. Today, Precambrian, especially Archaean, tectonic research rises on the pillars that Burke and Dewey erected.
In the 1980's, Dewey returned to the more detailed structural evolution of the orogenic belts and considered arcs, collapsing orogens, and "terranes." About terranes he initially had a most tolerant approach, adopting graciously the terminology of those who reinvented what already Tuzo Wilson and he had clearly said in the late sixties and the seventies. Our friends from Albany days will recognise that those papers fundamentally say nothing that we had not been hearing in the mid-seventies in Dewey's lectures and conversations with us. When terranology became an end in itself, however, both Burke and Dewey revolted.
In the beginning of the 1980's Burke turned his attention to the Caribbean, where he had worked earlier. With P. Jeffrey Fox and A. M. C. Şengör he had shown already in 1978 that the Caribbean floor was a trapped oceanic plateau (see Burke et al. 1978; Burke 1988) . Together with his students he then undertook detailed field studies of the northern, southern and southwestern parts of the plate and its active frame. The plateau hypothesis was corroborated but brought with it numerous implications for the tectonics of the Caribbean region. Among numerous ones, an offshoot was his study of the nature and timing of the closure of the Panama isthmus and the influence of that closure to the world climate.
Dewey joined in the Caribbean research and with James Pindell presented a detailed tectonic history of the entire Caribbean, Central American and Central Atlantic regions, a research topic that Pindell continues to this day.
Later, Dewey's interests became concentrated around complex strain histories and they culminated, in 2002, in his masterly analysis of transtension (see Dewey, 2002 ). Here we see one of the best examples of Dewey's method of approach to geological problems. He first lays out all the theoretically possible aspects of a problem, then takes individual geological objects, such as hand samples, outcrops, entire orogens, and tests the models using observations. Observations inspire further generalisations, correct errors, and lead to further questions. Then, he returns to the drawing board and tries to answer the questions first theoretically, laying out the basis for the next field-checks by modifying the original model, the iterative, networking, approach.
Most recently, Dewey's research has centred on 3-5 Ma transtension along the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada and the pre-Carboniferous history of the US Cordillera west of the '706' line, where he takes the superexotic view that all 'terranes' with pre-end Devonian deformation originated in the Appalachians. He has also been mapping and describing megaboulder deposits generated by freak waves and tsunamis, especially in New Zealand and western Ireland.
In the 1990's, Burke returned to rift problems and began taking Africa apart in some detail and his Du Toit lecture in 1996 is the first fruit of this concentrated effort. The African work also had two amazing offshoots. Burke showed in collaboration with Trond Torsvik in Norway that the major mantle plumes of the Earth rise from the edges of the two large low shear wave velocity regions (LLSVP) which he termed Tuzo and Jason. He and his colleagues showed that these regions had a very long-term stability, perhaps since the moon-forming event! He also showed, together with his colleagues in South Africa that deformed alkaline and carbonatite complexes (DARCS) may be used in mapping old sutures where all other evidence fails.
Burke and Dewey have never been seduced by the numerical pseudo-precision of simplistic physical models derived from the application of elementary engineering concepts to geology. They have long warned against the bogus air of precision that one may obtain by ignorant application of ideal models, developed on unreal objects and for unreal circumstances, to real geological objects and processes evolving in inscrutable complexity in the abyss of deep time. They have been rightly intolerant of those producing numbers from either computers not tied to field reality or samples collected in the absence of a carefully-constructed geological map.
While we were their students, they allowed none of us obtain a degree without making a detailed geological map. Later, they allowed those with physical handicaps or of a more geophysical bent to do so but, even then, they made sure that they studied and understood geological maps und used them in their work.
Burke and Dewey are not only superb gelogists and researchers, but they also inspire the people around them with their infectious enthusiasm. As we write these lines Burke is 87 and Dewey is 79. They still publish papers, go to meetings and engage in a lively correspondance with their students and colleagues around the world over about problems that interest them. They have lost not an iota of their love and passion for geology. This volume is only a small tribute to their immesley rich lives by which they also enriched the collective knowledge of mankind and contributed to its civilisation. May they continue to do so for many more years to come. show that Connemara is not a terrane, displaced with respect to the remainder of the Grampian Orogen, rather it was overridden, northwards, by the arc and its fore-arc basin, frontal ophiolite complex and accretionary complex. 
